We investigated several global behaviors of the weak KAM solutions uc(x, t) parametrized by c ∈ H 1 (T, R). For the suspended Hamiltonian H(x, p, t) of the exact symplectic twist map, we could find a family of weak KAM solutions uc(x, t) parametrized by c(σ) ∈ H 1 (T, R) with c(σ) continuous and monotonic and
Introduction
The earliest survey of the area preserving maps can be found from Poincaré's research on the three-body problem [24] , which firstly revealed the chaotic phenomenon of low dimensional dynamics. After that, Birkhoff made a systematic research of the area preserving map defined in an annulus region [2] , which inspired the development of other related topics, e.g. the convex billiard map, the geodesic flow on surfaces, etc [26, 27, 1] . Results of these topics gradually extended the territory of the area preserving maps and comprised the low dimensional dynamic theory of the second half of 20 th century [15] . Especially, the use of variational method greatly boosted the theoretical development, due to the work of Mather in 1980's. That leads to a flurry of finding invariant sets parametrized by certain rotational numbers, both in mathematics and physics.
As a direct offspring of these research, the research of exact symplectic twist maps is still meaningful and enlightening to the exploration of high dimensional dynamics in nowadays. We can now formalize it by the following C 1 diffeomorphism f : (x, p) → (x , p ), (x, p) ∈ T * T (1) of which we denote by f (x, p) the lift of this map to the universal covering space, i.e.
f (x, p) = (x + m, p ) for all (x, p) ∈ T * R satisfying x = x + m, m ∈ Z. These properties hold for the map:
• (area-preserving) dx ∧ dp = dx ∧ dp .
• (exact) for any noncontractible curve γ ∈ T * T, γ f * pdx − pdx = 0.
• (twist) ∂p /∂x > 0, equivalently the image f (L x0 ) of every vertical line L x0 = {(x, p) ∈ T * T|x = x 0 } is monotonically twisted in the x-component. The f satisfying the first two items is called a twist map and satisfying all three items is called an exact symplectic twist map. In [23] , Moser successfully suspended this kind of map into a time-periodic Hamiltonian flow: { v, p − H(x, p, t)}, for (x, v, t) ∈ T T × T Therefore, we can find variational minimal orbits with different topological properties, which form different invariant sets in the phase space. That's the essence of the Aubry Mather theory, see [19, 20] .
Based on previous Theorem, we can now propose a Tonelli Lagrangian L(x, v, t) satisfying the Standing Assumptions:
• (Positive Definiteness) the Hessian matrix L vv is positively definite for any (x, v, t) ∈ T M × T; • (Completeness) the Euler-Lagrange equation of L(x, v, t) is well defined for the whole time t ∈ R; where M is any smooth, boundless compact manifold (in the current paper M = T).
We need to specify that, as a parallel correspondence of the Aubry Mather theory, Fathi developed a PDE viewpoint in the early of the 21 st century [14] . Precisely, we could find a list of so called weak KAM solutions of the following Static Evolutionary Hamilton Jacobi equation: For every fixed t ∈ T, u c (x, t) is a semiconcave function of x ∈ T with linear module [5] . For any (x, t) ∈ T 2 , the super differential set c
is an extremal point, then (x, t, p, ∂ t u c (x, t)) will decide a unique backward semi-static orbit as the initial point (see Sec.2 for the proof). More conclusions about the weak KAM solutions can be found in Sec. 2 with details.
As a warmup, we now exhibit a dynamic simulation of the standard map, to give the readers a concrete impression of the global behaviors which the parametrized weak KAM solutions u c may possess: Let's start from a integrable map f 0 : (x, p) → (x + p, p), of which we can see that the whole phase space is foliated by invariant circles T w = {(x, ω) ∈ T * T|ω ∈ R}. That implies we can find a list of trivial weak KAM solutions of (2) satisfying u c (x, t) ≡ 0, c = w and equation (3) 
and gradually increase , we could observe that at first most of the tori T w preserve and just deform a little bit (the KAM theorem ensures), then gradually they break up and turn into a chaotic state, as shown in Fig. 1 . Accordingly, as raises, for more and more c ∈ H 1 (T, R) the associated u c will lose the C 1 smoothness and singularity will come out and propagate.
For a general symplectic twist map, previous process is still observable. However, we do expect to 'pick up' enough trajectories in the phase space, to persist the global foliation structure, which might has a weak regularity:
Here c(σ) ∈ H 1 (T, R) is a strictly increasing continuous function. [21] , to construct a global transition chain benefiting from a normally hyperbolic invariant cylinder structure. The dynamic on the cylinder is exactly decided by a symplectic twist map and the regularity of the weak KAM solutions w.r.t. some effective parameter will lead to the regularity of the stable (resp. unstable) manifold of the cylinder. Later it was proved in [29] for generic twist maps (with a hyperbolicity assumption). Here we remove the 'genericity' condition in [29] and verified that the global regularity of weak KAM solutions exists for general exact symplectic twist maps. Besides, a two dimensional Finsler metric case is considered in [11] , where they define an 'elementary weak KAM solution' to avoid the analysis of c ∈ H 1 (T 2 , R).
Remark 1.3. This conclusion was initially proposed by Mather in a sketch of a priori unstable Arnold diffusion problem
A heuristic understanding of this Theorem is that although the global foliation structure of invariant tori T w may not exist for general twist maps, a 'weak foliation' structure consisting of backward invariant tori
could still be found.
Recall that the lack of regularity of previous weak foliation is essentially caused by the singularity of the weak KAM solutions {u c } c∈H 1 (T,R) . Although the singular points of each u c just form a measure zero set in the configuration space T 2 , they indeed changes the topological structure of the phase space and complex dynamic phenomena happen [21] .
Nonetheless, the propagation of the singularity is still predictable. Usually we introduce the following differential inclusion equation:
we can see that any solution of (3) is unique for fixed initial point, and such a solution is called a generalized characteristic (GC for short). Whatever (x, t) ∈ T 2 is singular or regular of u c , this definition always ensures the existence of the GC starting from it. Moreover, the propagation of the GCs has the following property: As for the case α (c) = p/q ∈ Q, the topological structure of the singular GCs would be much more complicated. Notice that each GC γ has no self-intersection, if we lift them into the universal space {(x, t) ∈ R 2 }, the constraint of dimension will decide 3 different types by the following:
These rotation symbols were firstly introduced by Mather in [18] . Benefit from these, we can get a clearer classification of the singular GCs now:
(1) periodic p/q−type ;
(2) p q + −asymptotic to A(c);
(3) p q − −asymptotic to A(c).
(4) p q + −asymptotic to case (1);
The former 3 types are common in the phase space. For instance, for the stand map with V (x) = cos 2πx (mentioned before), there exists an interval [−c 0 , c 0 ] such that for any c in it, α (c) = 0. Then for suitably small 1, we can find (1)-type singular GC of c = 0, (2)-type singular GC for c = c 0 and (3)-type singular GC for c = −c 0 .
However, we confess that we couldn't exclude the existence of the later 2 types of singular GCs. It could be artificially constructed for some maps with sort of 'fragile dynamics', but shouldn't be typical.
The last fact we would like to illustrate, is that the singularity would never happen for isolated c ∈ H 1 (T, R). Precisely, for those c ∈ H 1 (T, R) of which (2) inherits no classical solutions, the set they form can be denoted by I ⊂ H 1 (T, R); If we take the interior of I, thenI
of which each open interval (a i , b i ) (Instability Interval) corresponds to a so called Birkhoff Instability Region (BIS for short) in the phase space. The existence of wandering orbits in the BIS is proved by Mather: Theorem 1.6 (Mather [17] ). For any c, c ∈ (a i , b i ), A(c) and A(c ) are dynamically connected, namely, there exists heteroclinic orbits connecting them.
The original proof in [17] of this result is rather complicated. Here we gave a simplified proof in Sec. 5, by making use of the global properties which have been proved in aformentioned theorems. Besides, we proposed several heuristic remarks in Sec. 5, to show the possibility of a generalization to high dimensional case.
1.1. Organization of the article. This paper is organized as follows: In Sec. 2 we reviewed some background knowledge of the weak KAM solutions and generalized characteristics for twist maps. Based on these results, we gave the proof of Theorem 1.2 in Sec. 3; In Sec. 4, we proved Theorem 1.4. Finally, in Sec. 5 we proved Theorem 1.6 and gave a summary of possible extensions.
Mather Theory for Tonelli Lagrangians. For the time-periodic Lagrangian L(x, v, t)
satisfying our standing assumptions (with general manifold M ), the critical curve is usually defined by γ : R → M , such that the following Euler-Lagrange equation holds
for all t ∈ R. Notice that the minimizer of the following
has to be a solution of the Euler-Lagrange equation on [t, t ] ⊂ R. On the other side, due to the completeness assumption, for any (x, v, s) ∈ T M × T, there exists a unique critical curve γ starting from it, and can be extended for all t ∈ R. If we denote by φ t L the Euler Lagrange flow, we can make use of the Birkhoff Ergodic Theorem and get a φ t L −invariant probability measure by
Gather all these invariant probability measure into a set M L , for any closed
is well defined and the minimizers form a set M(c), which is contained in
which is graphic in the phase space:
As the conjugation of α(c), we can define the Mather's Beta function β :
Due to the positive definiteness assumption, both α(c) and β(h) are convex and superlinear. Besides,
of which the equality holds only for c ∈ D − β(h) and h ∈ D − α(c), namely c is contained in the sub derivative set of β(h) and h is contained in the sub derivative set of α(c).
Follow the setting of [2] , for any
and the c−action function
where t, t ∈ R with t < t . Therefore, the Mañé Potential function
The Mañé set N (c) ⊂ T M × T is defined by the set of all the c-semi static orbits, and the Aubry setÃ(c) is the set of all the c-static orbits.
Definition 2.5. The Aubry class is defined by the element in the quotient space of A(c) w.r.t. the following metric:
for any x, y ∈ A(c) ∩ {t = 0}. Let's denote the quotient space by A(c)/d c .
From previous definitions we can easily see that
Remark 2.7. In [28] , the author gave an example which shows previous 3 sets could be different. Besides, [28] also showed that for generic Lagrangians, these 3 sets keep the same for generic c ∈ H 1 (M, R). 
is upper semi-continuous w.r.t. previously given metric. Here | · | is the Euclid norm and d H (·, ·) is the Hausdorff metric.
weak KAM solutions.
Following the setting of Fathi in [14] , we have:
for all t ≤ t ≤ s.
Here we exhibit a list of properties the weak KAM solutions possess, which are directly cited from [12] : Proposition 2.11 (Theorem 5, 9 of [12] ).
( 
for all x, h ∈ R n satisfying B(x, h) ⊂ U. Here the C is called a semiconcavity constant of f . 
Moreover, D + f (x) ⊂ R n is a convex set of R n . Remark 2.16. Due to (17) , a SCL f is differentiable at x ∈ U, iff D + f (x) is a singleton.
Theorem 2.17 (Theorem 6.4.1 of [7] ). u − c (·, t) is SCL(M × T, R).
Lemma 2.18. For any extremal point p
which calibrates the weak KAM solution u − c (x, t). Proof. It's proved in Theorem 3.3.6 of [7] , that for any t ∈ T and p ∈ ex(D + u − c (x, t)), there exists a sequence {x n } n∈N ⊂ M converges to x, such that u − c is differentiable at (x n , t) and ∂ x u − c (x n , t) → p; Therefore, we can find a unique backwrad semistatic curve γ n ending with (x n , t), such thatγ n (t) = H p (x n , ∂ x u − c (x n , t) + c, t). Since γ n is a calibrated curve of u − c , then {(γ n (s),γ n (s), s)|s ∈ (−∞, t]} n∈N is compact in T M × T. So we can get an accumulating curve γ ∞ of γ n by letting n → +∞. Due to (15) , we can easily see that γ ∞ is a backward calibrated curve ending with (x, t).
2.3.
Variational conclusions of twist maps. Now we apply previous conclusions to the twist map, i.e. M = T. Benefit from the low dimension, the system now inherits a bunch of fine properties, which are originally proved in the series of works of Mather in 1980s. As a direct citation, most of these conclusions can be found in [19, 20, 21, 22, 2] . Proof. Here we display the precise citations where the readers could find the proof.
Proposition 2.19. For Lagrangian L(x, v, t) satisfying the standing assumptions, we have
(1) (Sec.6.2 of [2]) α(c) is C 1 smooth; (2) (Prop.6 of [20]) β(h) is strictly convex; (3) (Sec.2 of [19]) β(h) is differentiable at h ∈ R\Q, i.e. there exists a unique c h ∈ H 1 (T, R) equals β (h); Besides, A(c h ) = N (c h ); (4) (Sec.3 of [19]) If β(h) is differentiable at h ∈ Q,
Generalized Characteristics of twist maps.
For M = T, the GC of (3) possesses some fine properties as well. The first person revealed the propagations of GC is Dafermos [13] , where he concerned certain Cauchy problem of Hamilton-Jacobi equation. Later, Cannarsa and Yu reproved these conclusions in an energy-optimal Language [5] , based on the theory of SCL functions developped in [7] . We will adopt their approaches in this subsection.
Based on the semiconcavity of previous u − c , we rewrite (3) here for convenience:
where co(U ) is the convex closure of any set U ⊂ R n . Recall that for any backward semistatic curve γ : (−∞, t] → T with (−∞, t] being the maximal domain of it, u − c is always H(x, p, t) .
For the non-differentiable point (x 0 , τ ) ∈ T 2 of u − c , previous Lemma 2.18 implies the existence of several backward semi-static curves. That leads to an invalidity to define the backward GC ending with this point. However, the forward flow of (3) is still achievable locally, which exists as a singular GC. Namely, there exists a real number δ > 0, such that η : [0, δ) → M is a solution of (3) with η(0) = x, Moreover, the propagation of η conforms to the following: Proposition 2.20. [5] For any (x 0 , τ ) ∈ T 2 , there exists a unique GC η : [0, σ] → T of (3) starting from (x 0 , τ ), of which the right derivativeη + (s) exists for all s ∈ [0, σ) and satisfieṡ
Proof. This result is essentially proved in the Theorem 3.11 of [5] , where the proof is constructive and only a general semi-concavity of u is needed. Here we just adapt it to our current setting, by adding the dependence of c, α(c).
Recall that for regular GC, the uniqueness holds. As for the singular GC, it holds as well: 
for a.e. s ∈ [0, σ]. By the Gronwall's inequality we get ξ ≡ η.
1 2 −Hölder regularity of weak KAM solutions
We devote this section to prove the Theorem 1.2. For this purpose, we could restrict the system to a section Σ 0 := {t = 0}. Once we prove the 1/2−Hölder continuity of {u − c (x, 0)} c∈H 1 (T,R) , then Theorem 1.2 will be proved since the section Σ 0 can be freely varied.
Next, we have to choose suitable weak KAM solutions. For any c ∈ H 1 (T, R), let's choose x 0 ∈ A(c) ∩ Σ 0 being the closest point to 0, and assume
being the designated solution. For such a sequence {u − c (x, 0)} c∈H 1 (T,R) , we can prove the following Lemmas: 
whereγ − andγ − are the left derivatives respectively.
Proof. As γ (resp. γ ) is a backward semi-static curve, so it has to be a minimizer of the following variational calculus: [20] ). That contradicts with the minimal property of semi-static curves, which instantly indicates (20) .
Due to the Legendre transformation, previous Lemma can be translated into the following: 
Proof. Due to (9) , the backward c− (resp. c −) semi-static curve γ (resp. γ ) has a rotation number α (c) (resp. α (c )). Due to Lemma 2.18, we knowγ
Due to (5-a) of Proposition 2.19, we know that for any p/q ∈ H 1 (T, R) ∩ Q in lowest terms, there exists an interval [c − , c + ] which equals D − β(p/q). Moreover, for any c ∈ (c − , c + ), A(c) = M(c) contains only p/q−periodic orbits and are both closed. Therefore,
for an index set Λ ⊂ N. Within each gap (r − i , r + i ), the following result holds: Lemma 3.3. For any r ∈ (r − i , r + i ), there exists a backward minimal curve ξ (resp. ξ ) ending with r and having the rotation symbol (p/q) + (resp. (p/q) − ), namely, ξ (resp. ξ ) approximates to γ − i (resp. γ + i ) which is the p/q−minimal periodic curve ending with r − i (resp. r + i ). Then the left derivative obeyṡ ξ − (0) <ξ − (0). where ξ y (resp. ξ y ) is the (p/q) + − (resp. (p/q) − −) backward minimal curve ending with y if y ∈ T\(A(c) ∩ Σ 0 ), or ξ y = ξ y is the (p/q)−periodic minimal curve if y ∈ A(c) ∩ Σ 0 . Due to the uniform compactness of (p/q) ± −minimal curve, both u p/q± (x) are Lipschitz continuous. Moreover, due to Lemma 3.3, u p/q+ − u p/q− is nondecreasing on [x 0 , x 0 + 1]. We will see that for all c ∈ (c − , c + ), the weak KAM solution u − c formed in (19) will be generated by these two functions:
In the universal covering space R with a deck [x 0 , x 0 + 1], we consider the minimal configurations which are actually the intersectional points of backward semi-static curve with Σ 0 . For any x ∈ (x i , x i+m ) there are two backward minimal configurations X i (x), Y i (x) which approach p/q−periodic minimal configurations X i and Y i , ending with x i and x i+m for t = 0 respectively. We define
The first obeservation is that:
which indicates this subtraction is strictly increasing w.r.t. c since x i+m − x i > 0 for all i ∈ {0, 1, · · · , q − 1}. Another observation is that for each c ∈ (c − , c
To prove this, we now pick x < y being two points in (x i , x i+m ), with the associated X i (x) and X i (y) (resp. Y i (x) and Y i (y)) minimal configurations. We will analyse all the possible cases in the following:
Notice that γ + has no self-intersectional point, unless it's a periodic curve. For any cases, ρ(γ + ) is well defined and equals to α (c). The proof of this part is also twofold. First, if α (c) = p/q ∈ Q, there must be an interval [c − , c + ] equal to D − β(p/q) due to (4) of Proposition 2.19. If ρ(γ + ) = p/q, then γ + has an intersectional point with A(c). That contradicts the non-differentiability of u − c along γ + . So we proved ρ(γ + ) = α (c) for the rational case.
If α (c) = ω ∈ R\Q, then β (ω) = c due to (3) of Proposition 2.19. For this case, M(c) = A(c) has to be a Denjoy minimal set. So the extended γ + has to lie in the gap of A(c). As each gap of A(c) has to shrink to zero as s → +∞ (Conclusion 4.6 of [1] ), so γ + has to approximate to A(c) as s → +∞, so ρ(γ + ) = α (c) for the irrational case.
c−equivalence of adjacent weak KAM solutions with singularities
This section will be devoted to prove Theorem 1.6. Throughout this section, we will restrict all the notions to the section Σ 0 := {t = 0}. With the help of the conclusions proved in previous Sec. 3 and Sec. 4, we figure out a modern way to explain the target theorem, which is more visualized to a high dimensional generalization.
Proof. Due to the definition of instability interval, we know that there must be singular GC of u − c for c ∈ (a i , b i ). If so, we know that N (c) ∩ Σ 0 has to be a strict closed subset of T. Therefore, there exists an open neighborhood U of N (c) ∩ Σ 0 , such that U T. So H 1 (U, R) is homologically trivial. The existence of a unified neighborhood U gives us chance to conclude the following:
Proof. This conclusion is obvious since U is homologically trivial.
With the help of previous Lemma, now we establish a rectified variational calculus: The function h ∞ η,µ,ρ (·, ·) is well defined as long as c, c ∈ (a i , b i ) and |c − c | 1. Moreover, If we denote by C η,µ,ρ the set of all the minimizers of (37), then any orbit γ(t) : R → T in it conforms to the Euler-Lagrange equation
and works as a heteroclinic orbit connecting A(c) and A(c ).
Proof. As a direct citation of conclusions in [8, 9] , here we just give a sketch of the proof. Recall that L η,µ,ρ is positively definite, so we can get the compactness of C η,µ,ρ which will be non-empty accordingly. Similar with Lemma 2.8, C η,µ,ρ is upper semi-continuous w.r.t.
(µ, ρ) ∈ H 1 (T, R) × C ∞ (R, R), | · | × · . Due to Lemma 5.2 and Lemma 5.3, there exists 0 < δ < 1 suitably small, such that C η,µ,ρ Σ t ⊂ U as well, for any t ∈ [0, δ]. This is because C η,0,0 = N (c) and C η,µ,ρ is upper semi-continuous. That implies only for t ∈ [0, δ] we have L η,µ,ρ = L. However, ∀γ ∈ C η,µ,ρ should satisfies {γ(n)} +∞ n=−∞ ∩ suppµ(x) = ∅, which implies for t ∈ [0, δ] conforms to the same Euler Lagrange equation as (38).
Proof of Theorem 1.6: It's easy to see that any two c 1 < c 2 ∈ (a i , b i ) are c−equivalent, in the sense that we can input finitely many {c i } n i=1 contained in [c 1 , c 2 ], such that for any couple (c 1 , c 1 ), (c 1 , c 2 ), · · · , (c i , c i+1 ), · · · , (c n−1 , c n ), (c n , c 2 ), previous Lemma 5.4 applies. Benefit from this property, we can find a so called transition chain connect A(c 1 ) to A(c 2 ) and vice versa. Therefore, we can find a shadowing orbit which follows the interior part of the transition chain and visit suitably small neighborhoods of A(c 1 ) and A(c n ) in finite time. We can show that such a shadowing orbit is minimal for certain variational calculus formed like (36), then together with a variational calculus like (37) for (c 1 , c 1 ) and (c n , c 2 ), we can figure out a minimal orbit which taking A(c 1 ) as the α−limit set and A(c 2 ) as the ω−limit set, vice versa.
Remark 5.5. In the model of convex billiards, [26] has proved a similar result as Theorem 1.6, even though the twist index is degenerate there. 5.1. Outlook: from twist maps to high dimensional systems. Previous discussions tell us that, the singularity of weak KAM solutions would never happen for an isolated c ∈ H 1 (M, R), instead, it happens for a connected component of c, a so called Instability Region I c ⊂ H 1 (M, R). For any c ∈ I c , the singular GCs of u − c form certain 'topological obstruction', which will constraint the homology of N (c). If so, we have H 1 (M, N (c), R) = ∅, and for any ∆c ∈ H 1 (M, R), which satisfies ∆c, H 1 (N (c), R) = 0 in the sense of de Rham product. Therefore, for any c, c ∈ I c with |c−c | 1 and c−c //∆c, there should exist heteroclinic orbits connecting A(c) and A(c ).
Notice that a 'local surgery' with a rectified variational calculus formed like (36) and (37) is crucial to capture certain minimal heteroclinic orbits, since it constraints the changing of cohomology to a rather short time interval. If the Hamiltonian is autonomous, result in [2] has shown such c, c has to lie on the same flat domain of α−function, which indicates A(c)∩A(c ) = ∅ and then the heteroclinic connection becomes meaningless. On the other side, imitation of a similar variational principle as (36) and (37) for the autonomous Hamiltonians is rather tricky and implicit [10] .
As a high dimensional extension, the uniqueness of singular GC and the well-definiteness for all t ∈ [0, +∞) should be the foremost difficulties we should overcome. Assuming mechanical systems seems to effectively ensure the uniqueness, and some evidence has been gotten in [6] , which reveals certain homotopical equivalence between the singular GC and the projected Aubry set. However, if the maximal domain is finite, the singular GCs will not be able to form effective obstruction to the N (c), which leads to a disability to construct local heteroclinic connection.
Question 5.6. For the Arnold type Hamiltonian
H (x, y, q, p, t) = 1 2 y 2 + 1 2 p 2 + (cos q − 1) 1 + V (x, t) , 1 defined on T * T × T * T × T, could we prove a similar conclusion as Theorem 1.4 ?
The practical meaning of this model is that for generic V (x, t) ∈ C 2 (T 2 , R), we can construct diffusion orbits. Moreover, the normally hyperbolic invariant cylinder would assist us to constraint the topological state of singular GCs.
